
Report on Comments  –  June 2013 NFPA 70
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
18-1     Log #920a  NEC-P18

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James F. Williams, Fairmont, WV

17-18a
Revise text to read as follows:

The manufacturer of portable or mobile signs shall provide a listed appliance
ground-fault circuit-interrupter protection for personnel. The ground-fault circuit interrupter shall be an integral part of the
attachment plug or shall be located in the power-supply cord within 300 mm (12 in.) of the attachment plug.

A lighting assembly without a transformer or power
supply and with the luminaire lamp(s) operating at not over 150 volts shall be permitted to be cord-and-plug-connected
where the assembly is listed as an assembly for the purpose. The installation shall comply with 680.23(A)(5), and the
assembly shall have the following construction features:
(1) No exposed metal parts
(2) An impact-resistant polymeric lens and luminaire body
(3) A ground-fault circuit interrupter with open neutral conductor protection as an integral part of the assembly
(4) The luminaire lamp permanently connected to the listed appliance ground-fault circuit interrupter with open-neutral
protection
(5) Compliance with the requirements of 680.23(A)

Except as otherwise provided in this section, the outlet(s) that supplies a self-contained spa or hot
tub, a packaged spa or hot tub equipment assembly, or a field-assembled spa or hot tub shall be protected by a
ground-fault circuit interrupter.

If so marked, a listed self-contained unit or listed packaged equipment assembly that includes integral
listed appliance ground-fault circuit-interrupter protection for all electrical parts within the unit or assembly (pumps, air
blowers, heaters, lights, controls, sanitizer generators, wiring, and so forth) shall be permitted without additional GFCI
protection.

Except as otherwise provided in this section, the outlet(s) that supplies a self-contained therapeutic tub
or hydrotherapeutic tank, a packaged therapeutic tub or hydrotherapeutic tank, or a field-assembled therapeutic tub or
hydrotherapeutic tank shall be protected by a ground-fault circuit interrupter.

If so marked, a listed self-contained unit or listed packaged equipment assembly that includes integral
listed appliance ground-fault circuit-interrupter protection for all electrical parts within the unit or assembly (pumps, air
blowers, heaters, lights, controls, sanitizer generators, wiring, and so forth) shall be permitted without additional GFCI
protection.

I am concerned that existing “portable GFCIs” may not have the 3 properties listed in the definition. I
believe these additional properties deserve a more distinctive name.
Portable/cord GFCI appear in other articles and could well need the same level of protection as specified in 422.
Suggest that the definition be moved to 100. and referenced in 518.3(B), 525.23, 600.10(C)(2), 680.33(B), 680.44(A), &
680.62(A)(1).

Accept only the words "a listed" in 600.10(C)(2).
A Listed GFCI in the plug cap or within 12 inches of the plug would by definition (UL-943) be a

portable GFCI and contain open neutral features. There is no defined appliance GFCI  in the UL-943 standard. This
meets the intent of the submitter.

Affirmative: 10
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
18-2     Log #500  NEC-P18

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Marcelo M. Hirschler, GBH International

18-6
Revise text to read as follows:

   A complete lighting unit consisting of a light source such as a lamp or lamps, together with the parts
designed to position the light source and connect it to the power supply. It Such a lighting unit may also include parts to
protect the light source or the ballast or to distribute the light. A lampholder itself is not a luminaire.

A lampholder itself is not a luminaire.
I accept the concept that NEC definitions are not required to be in single sentences. However this

definition contains the defined term and the NEC manual of style does not permit the definition to contain the defined
term. Definitions are not requirements. The proposed changes eliminate the defined term.  If the CMP believes that this
information is a requirement it should place it somewhere else, perhaps within Article 411.
The NEC Manual of Style states as follows:

Definitions. Definitions shall be in alphabetical order and shall not contain the term that is being defined.
Definitions shall not contain requirements or recommendations.

Present code is clear. Since informational notes are not enforceable, the proposed addition removes
an important distinction needed for Listed lamp holders.

Affirmative: 10
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
18-3     Log #501  NEC-P18

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Marcelo M. Hirschler, GBH International

18-8
Revise text to read as follows:

   A receptacle is a contact device installed at the outlet for the connection of an attachment plug. A single
receptacle is a single contact device with no other contact device on the same yoke. A multiple receptacle is two or
more contact devices on the same yoke. A single receptacle is a single contact device with
no other contact device on the same yoke.

A multiple receptacle is a device with two or more contact devices on the same yoke.
I accept the concept that NEC definitions are not required to be in single sentences. However this

definition contains the defined term and the NEC manual of style does not permit the definition to contain the defined
term. Definitions are not requirements. The proposed changes eliminate the defined term and places the information into
Article 406, where it serves as a valid requirement, if the CMP believes this is a requirement.
The NEC Manual of Style states as follows:

Definitions. Definitions shall be in alphabetical order and shall not contain the term that is being defined.
Definitions shall not contain requirements or recommendations.
Alternate approach to eliminating the defined term is to make the second and third sentences into informational notes,
as follows:

A single receptacle is a single contact device with no other contact device on the same yoke.
A multiple receptacle has two or more contact devices on the same yoke.

Another alternative is to make the second and third sentences into new definitions, as follows:
A single contact device with no other contact device on the same yoke.

A contact device which has two or more contact devices on the same yoke.

The proposed change to place the descriptions as an informational note would render them
unenforceable. The terms are used in multiple articles throughout the NEC and are required to be placed in the
definitions as required 2.2.2.1 of the NEC Style Manual.

Affirmative: 10

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
18-4     Log #233  NEC-P18

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on National Electrical Code®,

18-9
The Correlating Committee directs that the panel clarify the panel action on this proposal according

to the NEC Style Manual as it relates to the use of the word "Listed" which creates a requirement in a definition.
This is a direction from the National Electrical Code Technical Correlating Committee in accordance

with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

Delete word "listed".
The panel accepts the direction of the TCC and has removed the word "listed" from the definition.

The listing requirement remains in 410.6 and 600.3.

Affirmative: 10
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
18-5     Log #1207  NEC-P18

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Leo F. Martin, Sr., Martin Electrical Consulting

18-9
Continue to accept in principle in part.

There are many locations in the 2012 UL White Book that address retrofit kits; therefore, it is
appropriate to include a definition of this term in Article 100.

Affirmative: 10

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
18-6     Log #23  NEC-P18

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on National Electrical Code®,

2-29
It was the action of the Correlating Committee that this proposal be referred to Code-Making Panel

18 for action.
This is a direction from the National Electrical Code Technical Correlating Committee in accordance

with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

Panel 18 supports the action by Panel 2 as Panel 18 also rejected a similar proposal 18-11 in the
ROP stage as well.

Affirmative: 10

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
18-7     Log #954  NEC-P18

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Roy Harvey, Osram Sylvania

18-10a
I support the addition of the proposed Article 302 to specify low voltage ceiling power systems.

None provided

See panel actions and statements on Comment 18-11 and 18-10a (Log #CC1800).

Affirmative: 10
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
18-8     Log #1330  NEC-P18

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James F. Williams, Fairmont, WV

18-10a
Revise text to read as follows:

(1) For listed utilization equipment capable of operation at a maximum of 30 volts ac (42.4 volts peak) or 60 volts dc
(24.8 volts peak for dc interrupted at a rate of 10 to 200 Hz) and limited to Class 2 power levels in Chapter 9, Table
11(A) and Table 11(B) for lighting, control, and signaling circuits.

Be consistent with other references to Chapter 9 tables.

Affirmative: 10

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
18-9     Log #1208  NEC-P18

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Leo F. Martin, Sr., Martin Electrical Consulting

18-10a
Delete 302.10(5).

Suspended ceiling grid low-voltage lighting systems are not intended for use in general patient care
areas or critical care areas as defined in article 517. See UL White Book 2012 edition (IFFA) item 2, page 185.

Affirmative: 10

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
18-10     Log #1209  NEC-P18

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Leo F. Martin, Sr., Martin Electrical Consulting

18-10a
Add a new section 302.12(7).

Add a new section 302.12(7) to state that suspended ceiling grid low voltage lighting systems are not
permitted for installation in general care or critical care areas as defined in Article 517. See UL White Book 2012 edition
category IFFA, page 185.

Add new section as follows:
393.12(7) For lighting in general or critical patient care areas.

There is no proposed language in the comment. The panel has moved the proposed text from
393.10(5) to 393.12(7).

Affirmative: 10
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
18-10a     Log #CC1800  NEC-P18

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Code-Making Panel 18,

Revise text to read as follows:
393.21(B) Multiwire Branch Circuits.  Where connected to a multiwire branch circuit, the disconnecting means shall

simultaneously break all of the supply conductors including the grounded conductors.

To maintain consistency with 410.130(G)2 the panel concludes that all supply conductors, including
the grounded conductors, should be disconnected to eliminate the shock hazard that could be attributed to unbalanced
loads.  The panel concludes that the reference to 210.4(B) is not needed.

Affirmative: 10

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
18-11     Log #1588  NEC-P18

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James F. Williams, Fairmont, WV

18-10a
Revise text to read as follows:

Where connected to a multiwire branch circuit, the disconnecting means shall
simultaneously simultaneously break all the supply open all ungrounded conductors to the power supply in accordance
with 210.4(B).

Use the same phrase as used in 600.6.

To maintain consistency with 410.130(G)2 the panel concludes that all supply conductors, including
the grounded conductors, should be disconnected to eliminate the shock hazard that could be attributed to unbalanced
loads.  The panel concludes that the reference to 210.4(B) is not needed.  Section 600.6 speaks to an external switch.
Also 410.130(G)(2) uses the word "all" without the "ungrounded" modifier. See 18-10a (Log #CC1800).

Affirmative: 10

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
18-12     Log #1589  NEC-P18

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James F. Williams, Fairmont, WV

18-10a
Revise text as follows:

(B) Multiwire Branch Circuits.  Where connected to a multiwire branch circuit, the disconnecting means shall
simultaneously break all the ungrounded supply conductors to the power supply in accordance with 210.4(B).

Breaking the neutral is not required.

See panel actions and statements on Comment 18-11 and 18-10a (Log #CC1800).

Affirmative: 10
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
18-13     Log #917  NEC-P18

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James F. Williams, Fairmont, WV

18-15
Revise text to read as follows:

All nonlocking-type, 125-volt, 15- and 20-ampere receptacles that are controlled by
an automatic control device or incorporate control features that remove power from the outlet for the purpose of energy
management or building automation shall be marked with the symbol shown below placed on the controlled receptacle
outlet where visible after installation or have clearly legible marking in letters not less than 6 mm (¼ in.) high reading
“Controlled”. The label shall comply with 110.21.

Allow these receptacles to be marked with text for both retrofit work and new work when specially
marked receptacles are not available and the electrician does not have stickers with the designated icon and lacks
artistic skills.
Unlike the other two receptacles which are marked with icons (isolated ground and hospital grade) a controlled
receptacle may be that merely by virtue of the branch circuit that feeds it, not by any mechanical property of the
receptacle itself. (Yes, I know about X-10 and its like.)
Indeed currently produced “controlled” receptacles are marked “CONTROLLED”. For example see “Leviton vizia rf+” (a
random example).

This comment was held because it would introduce a concept that has not had public review by
being included in a related proposal as published in the Report on Proposals.

Affirmative: 10

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
18-14     Log #981  NEC-P18

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Charles J. Palmieri, Town of Norwell

18-18
Revise text to read as follows:

Arc-fault circuit-interrupter and ground-fault circuit-interrupter type receptacles shall be installed in a readily accessible
location in accordance with 110.25.

I am providing suggested text for the panel to consider on this proposal if Code Panel 1 continues to
accept P 1-131 (70-A2013-ROP) and create a new section 110.25 the recommended modification to panel action on
P-18-18 should be considered.

.
If CMP 1 continues to accept, then CMP-18 agrees and the Correlating Committee can make the

correlation.

Affirmative: 10
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
18-15     Log #1309  NEC-P18

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Mike Weitzel, Bechtel

18-21
Revise text to read as follows:

Ground-fault circuit-interrupter protected receptacles shall be provided where
replacements are made at receptacle outlets that are required to be so protected elsewhere in this .

The exception has been re-worded, and describes a practice that is already being done in the field
every day. Receptacles are being replaced, but GFCI protection is sometimes being provided by a GFCI circuit breaker,
and not by a GFCI receptacle.

Existing receptacle boxes enclosing existing old style two-wire receptacle outlets have a comparatively small cubic inch
capacity by today's standards. GFCI receptacle outlets used to replace or 'update' the old, existing two-wire receptacle
require approximately one and a half to two times the volume of the existing two-wire receptacle. This requires that the
box be replaced, or a box extension be installed in order for the box to accept the installation of the larger GFCI
receptacle.

The required GFCI protection is being provided by a GFCI circuit breaker, and not a GFCI receptacle. The old, existing
– and often worn out – receptacle is being replaced with a  exact same type receptacle, but a new one. This meets the
objective of the , by protecting personnel from electric shock. Circuit breaker protection is an option that should be
clearly permitted for this application, as both a GFCI circuit breaker and a GFCI receptacle are required to meet the
standards for a Class A device per UL 943 standard.

This practice, though not specifically permitted in the , improves accessibility, in compliance with recent Section
210.8 requirements that all GFCI devices be installed in a readily accessible location. In this case, the GFCI protection
will be located in a panelboard, which has clear requirements for accessibility in Section 240.24, and working
space/access in Section 110.26. Accessibility for a receptacle box is only required to be accessible without removing
part of the building. (Section 314.29).

As long as the receptacles are GFCI protected and marked as such, the practice of using a GFCI breaker in lieu of a
GFCI receptacle should be clearly permitted in the , as it provides an equivalent level of safety.

Revise text to read as follows:

The panel made the changes to make the section technically correct and to correlate with
406.4(D)2c.

The words "wall plate" were removed as the receptacle is already required to be marked. The words "by a circuit
breaker" were removed as GFCI protection is not limited to circuit breakers.

Affirmative: 10
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
18-16     Log #432  NEC-P18

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Robert G. Wilkinson, IEC Texas Gulf Coast

18-22
Accept proposal  18-22.

CMP 18 rejected my proposal 18-22 with the panel statement "Section 90.4 of this CODE allows the
AHJ to revert to the previous Code if the device is unavailable at the time of inspection".  This provision was added to
90.4 in the 1984 NEC and it was never intended to be applied to products that don't exist.  This provision was added to
90.4 in the 1984 NEC and it was never intended to be applied to products that don't exist.  The first electronic GFCI was
developed in 1961 and the first requirement for GFCI protection in the NEC was in the 1968 edition and it was limited to
protection of underwater lighting in swimming pools.  Imagine what would have happened if the 1959 NEC required
GFCI protection in light of the fact that the first circuit breaker type GFCI was not introduced until 1968 and the first
receptacle type GFCI was not introduced until 1972.  It is a disservice to the public to require a product that is not
available to fulfill a requirement in the NEC.  To continue to go down this path is to put the NEC in jeopardy of not being
adopted.  The credibility of the NEC is compromised by requiring products that do not exist. To take this matter to the
ridiculous, I propose for the 2017 NEC to require a receptacle that I plan to develop that will provide AFCI, GFCI, ALCI,
ELCI, IDCI, and LCDI protection.  This receptacle will also be tamper resistant, weather resistant, and have the ability to
change color to match the wall color.  Since 90.4 permits requiring new products that may not be available at the time
the Code is adopted, I'm sure my proposed magic receptacle will be accepted.

Outlet branch circuit AFCI's exist and are available in the market.

Affirmative: 10

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
18-17     Log #433  NEC-P18

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Robert G. Wilkinson, IEC Texas Gulf Coast

18-23
Accept proposal  18-23.

CMP 18 rejected my proposal 18-23 with the panel statement" Section 90.4 of this CODE allows the
AHJ to revert to the previous Code if the device is unavailable at the time of inspection".  This provision was added to
0.4 in the 1984 NEC and it was never intended to be applied to products that don't exist.  The first electronic GFCI was
developed in 1961 and the first requirement for GFCI protection in the NEC was in the 1968 edition and it was limited to
protection of underwater lighting in swimming pools.  Imagine what would have happened if the 1959 NEC required
GFCI protection in light of the fact that the first circuit breaker type GFCI was not introduced until 1968 and the first
receptacle type GFCI was not introduced until 1972.  It is a disservice to the public to require a product that is not
available to fulfill a requirement in the NEC.  To continue to go down this path is to put the NEC in jeopardy of not being
adopted.  The credibility of the NEC is compromised by requiring products that do not exist.  To take this matter to the
ridiculous, I propose for the 2017 NEC to require a receptacle that I plan to develop that will provide AFCI, GFCI, ALCI,
ELCI, IDCI, and LCDI protection.  This receptacle will also be tamper resistant, weather resistant, and have the ability to
change color to match the wall color.  Since 90.4 permits requiring new products that may not be available at the time
the Code is adopted, I'm sure my proposed magic receptacle will be accepted.

See panel action and statement on Comment 18-16.

Affirmative: 10
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
18-18     Log #428  NEC-P18

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Jerry Feagans, City of St. Louis

18-30
Add new sentence to 110.13(A) to read:

Electrical equipment shall be secured with an approved fastening device. The use of drywall screws shall not be used
to a accomplish the securing of electrical equipment.

The proposal was to add that drywall screws could not be used fro securing receptacles. The
information should be located in 110.13(A) for mounting and cooling of equipment. In this section it would apply to all
equipment throughout the Code and would not be needed in each Article.

.
This section is not within Panel 18's jurisdiction, but see panel action on Comment 18-20 which

meets the submitter's intent as applied to 406.5.

Affirmative: 10

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
18-19     Log #1174  NEC-P18

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Dean C. Hunter, Menagha, MN

18-30
Delete text as follows:

Screws installed for the receptacles fastened to the box, shall be machine screws matching the thread gage or size
that is integral to the box.

The proposal should be rejected.
The NEC has language to address the mounting of receptacles. Section 110.3(B) addresses the manufacturer's listing

and labeling requirements, and receptacles are supplied with the appropriate hardware. This section already requires
receptacles shall be mounted in boxes or assemblies designed for the purpose. Accepting this proposal opens the door
for frivolous proposals to include every type and size screw ever manufactured.

The submitter has stated that "drywall screws are not acceptable; they may cause damage to the box and inadequate
support for the device." While this is true, any such problems can be enforced by the current requirements of the NEC
for applicable installations.

Also, this change is unenforceable, as the inspector doesn't see devices at the rough-in stage, and would have to
remove every cover plate at the final inspection, to assure that the correct screw was used.

The Code needs to allow discretion. Today, it's possible that an AHJ could accept a case where a screw - other than
the one provided with the device - is used in a non-metallic box with stripped-out threads, if the box isn't damaged and
the device is adequately secured.

See comment 18-20 which allows alternatives.  Note that if mounting threads are stripped, the box is
damaged and should be replaced.

Affirmative: 10
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
18-20     Log #1378  NEC-P18

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Vince Baclawski, National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA)

18-30
The third sentence of 406.5 should be revised to read as follows:

Screws used for the purpose of attaching receptacles to a box, shall be of the type provided with a listed receptacle, or
machine screws having 32 threads per inch, or part of listed assemblies or systems, in accordance with the
manufacturer’s instructions.

NEMA supports the intent to eliminate the use of drywall screws for mounting receptacles, but the code
text would eliminate other listed assemblies that do not use machine screws. Additionally, the revised text should
correlate with CMP9 panel action on proposal 9-98. Therefore, NEMA would support the modified proposal above.

Affirmative: 10
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
18-21     Log #1540  NEC-P18

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Brian E. Rock, Hubbell Incorporated

18-32
To be consistent with wording accepted for listed assemblies by CMP 18 for 406.5(F) in Proposal

18-34, Proposal 18-32 should have been Accepted In Principle and 406.5(E) should be revised to read as follows:
Receptacles, unless listed as receptacle assemblies for

countertop applications, shall not be installed in a face-up position in countertops or similar work surfaces. Where
receptacles assemblies for countertop applications are required to provide ground-fault circuit-interrupter protection for
personnel in accordance with 210.8, such assemblies shall be permitted to be listed as GFCI receptacle assemblies for
countertop applications.

Proposal 18-32’s Substantiation is correctly predicated on spillage as a hazard.  Nonetheless,
Standard for Safety for Attachment Plugs and Receptacles, ANSI/UL 498-2012, in Sections 143, 144 and 146, and
Standard for Safety for Ground-Fault Circuit-Interrupters, ANSI/UL 943-2012, in Sections 6.28 - 6.29, specifically
evaluate and list for countertop applications receptacle assemblies and GFCI receptacle assemblies, respectively.  The
evaluation includes, where the assembly retracts into the coutertop, 6000 cycles of mechanical endurance of the
retraction mechanism, followed by dielectric-voltage withstand (also leakage current if a GFCI receptacle), and a spill
test using a 1/2 gallon of saline solution tipped onto the same assembly, followed again by dielectric-voltage withstand
(also leakage current if a GFCI receptacle).  Further, if the assembly depends upon a self-closing cover to achieve spill
resistance and the receptacle (or GFCI receptacle) has more than one outlet, a single power supply cord is engaged in
only one outlet and the cord exits the cover in its released natural resting position before conducting the spill test.

Some of these receptacle assemblies, whether they employ a cover or other means to exclude spillage, may be
oriented SOMEWHAT face-up.  In the absence of an allowance for listed countertop receptacle assemblies and
countertop GFCI receptacle assemblies, the term "face-up position" may be arbitrarily interpreted to encompass ANY
position other than outright face-out.  Does a receptacle face angled back 15° or 30° or 63°15' 23" in such a listed
countertop assembly constitute "face-up position" despite having excluded spillage of a 1/2 gallon of saline solution?
Unlike for receptacles mounted in standard outlet boxes, allowance for such listed countertop receptacle assemblies is
essential to avoid arbitrary decisions as to what consitutes "face-up".

Editorial: Proposal 18-32 was Accepted with "face up" unhyphenated.  The original, unmodified wording reflected those
words hyphenated as an adjective "face-up" modifying a noun "position".  Further, "face-up position" is a standard term
in Annex B (page 29) of the 2011 National Electrical Code® Style Manual.

.
See panel action and statement on Comment 18-23.

Affirmative: 10

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
18-22     Log #1205  NEC-P18

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Leo F. Martin, Sr., Martin Electrical Consulting

18-34
Continue to accept in part.

Acceptance of this proposal will enhance electrical safety for receptacles installed in countertops and
similar locations.

.
See panel action and comment on Comment 18-23.

Affirmative: 10
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
18-23     Log #1541  NEC-P18

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Brian E. Rock, Hubbell Incorporated

18-34

Receptacles, unless listed as receptacle assemblies for
countertop applications, shall not be installed in a face-up position in countertops or similar work surfaces. Where
receptacles assemblies for countertop applications are required to provide ground-fault circuit-interrupter protection for
personnel in accordance with 210.8, such assemblies shall be permitted to be listed as GFCI receptacle assemblies for
countertop applications.

Receptacles shall not be installed in a face-up
position in In seating areas or similar surfaces, unless they are part of an assembly listed for the application receptacles
shall not be installed in a face-up position unless the receptacle is any of the following:

(1)  Part of an assembly listed as a furniture power distribution unit, if cord-and-plug-connected.
(2)  Part of an assembly listed either as household furnishings or as commercial furnishings.
(3)  Listed either as a receptacle assembly for countertop applications or as a GFCI receptacle assembly for countertop

applications.
(4)  Installed in a listed floor box.

.

New 406.5(F):  Proposal 18-34’s Substantiation cites benches where receptacles are installed such
that they could be sat upon and correctly identifies such as a potential hazard.  (Accepted Proposal 18-32’s
Substantiation correctly identifies spillage hazard.)  However, the wording accepted is ambiguous and may result in
enforcement confusion, inconsistencies and discrepancies; NOT in compliance with Clause 3.2.1 in the 2011 National
Electrical Code® Style Manual.  The AHJ is not provided with definitive guidance as to hazard and enforcement criteria.

•  "… Unless THEY are part of an ASSEMBLY LISTED for …" is ambiguous as to whether "they" refers to "similar
surfaces", "seating areas", or "receptacles".  To use the product categories in the UL "White Book", are we talking about
assemblies that are listed Furnishings, Household and Commercial [IYQX, listed to UL 962], OR are we talking about
more specific assemblies that are listed Furniture Power Distribution Units [IYNC, listed to UL 962A], OR are we talking
about specific countertop receptacle assemblies [RTRT within UL 498] and countertop GFCI receptacle assemblies
[KCXS within UL 943], OR are we talking about conventional receptacles [RTRT, listed to UL 498] mounted on the
raised seating area surfaces in assemblies of scrub-water-resistant listed floor boxes and covers [QCIT, listed to UL
514A, or QCMZ, listed to UL 514C]????

•  406.5(E) definitively encompasses FIXED countertops and permanent wiring connections, whereas 406.5(F) may be
interpreted less consistently.  The term "seating areas" is undefined.  Are we talking about the seating surface itself, or
does "seating areas" include adjacent table surfaces (such as airport gate passenger seating areas, doctor's waiting
room seating areas, restaurant booth seating areas, etc.)???  If we are talking about that broader definition with
adjacent table surfaces, are we talking about fixed seating (assemblies incorporating receptacles that are permanently
connected) or movable furnishings (portable or stationary assemblies incorporating receptacles that are
cord-and-plug-connected)???  Are foot wells (treated as floors) considered to be part of seating areas???

•  In this accepted wording, how is "listed for the application" any less vague or potentially unenforceable than
"designed [or listed] for the purpose" that is potentially rejected by Table 3.2.1 in the 2011 National Electrical Code®
Style Manual???  The presently accepted 406.5(F) wording doesn't even identify what attributes are to be used by the
AHJ in making the enforcement decision.  Clearly, the AHJs need more specific direction to ascertain whether the
"assembly" is in fact "listed for the application" by delineating what those assemblies are that are evaluated for spillage
as a hazard criterion.

The following listed assemblies are specifically evaluated for liquid spillage, and usage of such SPECIFIC assemblies
can be enforced consistently and nonarbitrarily by the AHJ:

• cord-and-plug-connected furniture power distribution assemblies [IYNC] for installation in portable and stationary
furnishings:

- Standard for Safety for Furniture Power Distribution Units, UL 962A, in Section 36
--  8 ounces of saline solution tipped towards the assembly, followed by dielectric-voltage withstand
--  if a self-closing cover over more than one outlet, a single power supply cord plugged into only one outlet before
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spill test

• convenience outlets of household and commercial furnishings [IYQX]:
- Standard for Safety for Household and Commercial Furnishings, UL 962, in Clause 22.9 and Section 49A

--  8 ounces of saline solution tipped towards the assembly, followed by dielectric-voltage withstand
--  if a self-closing cover over more than one outlet, a single power supply cord plugged into only one outlet before

spill test
• countertop receptacle assemblies [RTRT]:

- Standard for Safety for Attachment Plugs and Receptacles, ANSI/UL 498-2012, in Sections 143, 144 and 146
• countertop GFCI receptacle assemblies [KCXS]:

- Standard for Safety for Ground-Fault Circuit-Interrupters, ANSI/UL 943-2012, in Sections 6.28 - 6.29
--  6000 cycles of mechanical endurance of retraction mechanism, followed by dielectric-voltage withstand (also

leakage current if  GFCI)
--  1/2 gallon of saline solution tipped towards the assembly, followed by dielectric-voltage withstand (also leakage

current if GFCI)
--  if a self-closing cover over more than one outlet, a single power supply cord plugged into only one outlet before

spill test
• conventional receptacle or GFCI receptacle [RTRT or KCXS] mounted within an assembly of a metal floor box [QCIT]

and associated floor-box cover [QCIT]:
- Standard for Safety for Metallic Outlet Boxes, ANSI/UL 514A-2010, in Section 12.16

• conventional receptacle or GFCI receptacle [RTRT or KCXS] mounted within an assembly of a plastic floor box
[QCMZ] and associated floor-box cover [QCMZ]:

- Standard for Safety for Nonmetallic Outlet Boxes, Flush-Device Boxes, and Covers, ANSI/UL 514C-2011, in
Sections 16 - 16A

--  floor box support: 50 pounds of force applied to the floor box for 5 minutes, no more than 1/8-inch displacement
of floor box 1 minute after force removal

--  scrub-water ingress-resistance (floor box+cover if for tile, vinyl or impermeable surface): 1 gallon of soap-water
solution poured within 10 seconds to a depth of 1/8 inch over the unplugged, closed floor-box cover, standing for 1
minute, followed by visual examination

--  scrub-water ingress-resistance (floor box+cover if for carpeted surface): 1 quart of soap-water solution poured
within 10 seconds over the unplugged, closed floor-box cover, followed by visual examination

--  floor-box cover loading: 300 pounds of force applied to the floor-box cover for 1 minute, no more than 1/8-inch
displacement of floor-box cover 1 minute after force removal, no more than 1/32-inch displacement of floor-box cover 1
hour after force removal 406.5(E):  See separate Comment for Proposal 18-32 for 406.5(E); also applies to wording
accepted in Panel Action for Proposal 18-34.

Affirmative: 10
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
18-24     Log #1020  NEC-P18

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Mike Holt, Mike Hold Enterprises

18-35
Accept the proposal in principal as follows:

15- and 20-ampere, 125- and 250-volt receptacles installed in a wet location shall have an enclosure that is
weatherproof when the  receptacle is covered (attachment plug cap not inserted and receptacle covers closed). whether
or not the attachment plug cap is inserted. For other than one- or two-family dwellings, an outlet box hood installed for
this purpose shall be listed, and where installed on an enclosure supported from grade as described in 314.23(B) or as
described in 314.23(F) shall be identified as “extra-duty.” All 15- and 20-ampere, 125- and 250-volt nonlocking-type
receptacles shall be listed weather-resistant type.

The panel needs to come to grips with the fact the “in-use” cover was a failed experiment. The amount
of broken in-use covers is nothing short of alarming. This is evidenced by the fact that we are now requiring “extra-duty”
hoods (whatever they are) for some locations and are now considering expanding these enigmatic extra-duty covers.
The in-use concept looks good on paper and sounds like a great idea, but it’s time we cut our losses and forget we ever
heard of these abominations.
If the panel needs additional substantiation, stop reading this, walk outside (wherever you may be),  and look at the next
ten in-use covers that you see. Odds are at least one-third of them are broken, regardless of whether or not they are
supported by grade.

In-use was not a failed experiment.  Like all standards, the requirements evolve and the "extra-duty"
requirements should address the submitter's concerns.

Affirmative: 10

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
18-25     Log #1021  NEC-P18

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Mike Holt, Mike Hold Enterprises

18-41a
Revise the section by inserting an opening statement, such as:

Tamper resistant receptacles shall be installed as follows.
This proposal is intended only to maintain consistency in the Code. Typically an opening statement

precedes a numbered or alphabetized list.

Affirmative: 10
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
18-26     Log #455  NEC-P18

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Earl W. Roberts, REPTEC

18-41a
Delete Exception (4) to 406.12.

Approximately 30% of the homes in the USA have 2-wire, 120v systems with no equipment grounding
conductors.  Exception (4) discourages manufacturers from producing 2-wire TR receptacles.  To justify this because
"none exist" helps to deprive people in 2-wire homes from receiving the safety advantages of TR receptacles.
this is similar to not requiring auto seat belts on the basis that initially, the seat belts did not exist in autos.
Producing 2-wire TR receptacles is a simple matter and they could easily be made by the wiring device manufacturers.
This would offer people with 2-wire homes the same safety opportunities as the people with 3-wire homes.

While it is true that two-wire tamper resistant receptacles could be manufactured, none are currently
found in the market.  The replacement use of a 3-wire device is allowed when GFCI protected and tamper resistant
GFCI receptacles exist today.

Affirmative: 10
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
18-27     Log #502  NEC-P18

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Marcelo M. Hirschler, GBH International

18-58
Revise text to read as follows:

   The volume bounded by the sides and back closet walls and planes extending from the closet
floor vertically to a height of 1.8 m (6 ft) or to the highest clothes-hanging rod and parallel to the walls at a horizontal
distance of 600 mm (24 in.) from the sides and back of the closet walls, respectively, and continuing vertically to the
closet ceiling parallel to the walls at a horizontal distance of 300 mm (12 in.) or the width of the shelf, whichever is
greater; for a closet that permits access to both sides of a hanging rod, this space includes the volume below the highest
rod extending 300 mm (12 in.) on either side of the rod on a plane horizontal to the floor extending the entire length of
the rod. See Figure 410.2.

Closet storage space shall be the volume bounded by the sides and back closet walls
and planes extending from the closet floor vertically to a height of 1.8 m (6 ft) or to the highest clothes-hanging rod and
parallel to the walls at a horizontal distance of 600 mm (24 in.) from the sides and back of the closet walls, respectively,
and continuing vertically to the closet ceiling parallel to the walls at a horizontal distance of 300 mm (12 in.) or the width
of the shelf, whichever is greater. For a closet that permits access to both sides of a hanging rod, this space shall
include the volume below the highest rod extending 300 mm (12 in.) on either side of the rod on a plane horizontal to the
floor extending the entire length of the rod. See Figure 410.16.

   Only luminaires of the following types shall
be permitted in a closet:
(1) Surface-mounted or recessed incandescent or LED luminaires with completely enclosed light sources
(2) Surface-mounted or recessed fluorescent luminaires
(3) Surface-mounted fluorescent or LED luminaires identified as suitable for installation within the closet storage space

   Incandescent luminaires with open or partially enclosed lamps and pendant
luminaires or lampholders shall not be permitted.

   The minimum clearance between luminaires installed in clothes closets and the nearest point of a closet
storage space (in accordance with 410.15) shall be as follows:
(1) 300 mm (12 in.) for surface-mounted incandescent or LED luminaires with a completely enclosed light source
installed on the wall above the door or on the ceiling.
(2) 150 mm (6 in.) for surface-mounted fluorescent luminaires installed on the wall above the door or on the ceiling.
(3) 150 mm (6 in.) for recessed incandescent or LED luminaires with a completely enclosed light source installed in the
wall or the ceiling.
(4) 150 mm (6 in.) for recessed fluorescent luminaires installed in the wall or the ceiling.
(5) Surface-mounted fluorescent or LED luminaires shall be permitted to be installed within the closet storage space
where identified for this use.

I accept the point made by the CMP that the NEC Manual of Style does not require definitions to be in
single sentences. However, section 2.2.2 of the NEC Manual of Style states that “Definitions shall not contain
requirements or recommendations.” The comment deletes the definition altogether because it simply presents a
requirement. The comment also deletes the associated Figure and inserts both into a new section of the NEC in Article
410, in a way that it can be required by the code. Thus, section 410.16, which uses the requirements associated with
closet storage space, can refer to the new section 410.15. This does not change requirements but makes the section
comply with the NEC Manual of Style.

"Clothes closet" is a definition per the NEC Style Manual section 2.2.2.2 and is in the correct
location.

Affirmative: 11
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
18-28     Log #949  NEC-P18

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Ed Larsen, Schneider Electric USA

18-62
Accept the revised text as follows:

Fluorescent and high intensity discharge luminaires, LED lighting power supplies and self
ballasted lamps installed in dwelling units shall comply with the requirements for an FCC Part 15 Class B Digital Device
or the Part 18 limits for Consumer ISM Equipment. Compliance with the FCC Part 15 requirements shall be indicated by
“Class B Digital Device” marked on the luminaire, power supply or lamp as required by the FCC. Compliance with the
FCC Part 18 requirements shall be indicated by “Consumer ISM Equipment” marked on the luminaire, power supply or
lamp. Luminaires, power supplies or lamps that do not comply shall be marked “Not for use in dwellings”.

The statement that, “The use of the term ‘dwelling unit’ does not correlate with the FCC requirements”
is incorrect. The term “dwelling unit” must be used here as it is used in 210.12 to define where AFCIs are required.
Article 100 clearly defines what a dwelling unit is. FCC Parts 15 and 18 both use the term “residential environment”. Can
there be any disagreement that a “dwelling unit” is a “residential environment”?

The statement was made that, “There are commercial dwellings, such as extended stay hotels and assisted living
facilities”, but such occupancies do not require AFCIs unless they meet the Article 100 definition of a dwelling unit. If
they do, then from an NEC perspective, and thus the perspective of an AHJ, they are dwelling units, not commercial
dwellings.

The suggestion was made that this is not a luminaire issue but rather an AFCI compatibility issue. This suggestion is
understandable, however, field experience has indicated that compatibility in the lab does not always equate to
compatibility in the field, often due to the unique mix of loads and the nature of the electrical system in the dwelling.
Further, the unique characteristics of a particular AFCI manufacturers design combined with the unique characteristics
of a particular ballast or power supply means that adding additional tests or redefining tests in the UL 1699 standard
may not totally address the problem. What is know, however, is that all AFCI manufacturers have experienced some
degree of problems with non-compliant ballasts and power supplies and that these problems have often been solved by
replacing the ballast with a compliant model.

This proposal does nothing more than ask that the correct type of ballast, power supply or lamp be installed in
accordance with FCC requirements and that these products be appropriately marked. Using the right product for the
application is already required. The marking, which is the only new requirement, will assist installers in purchasing the
right product and AHJs in verifying that the right product is installed. The benefit will be a cleaner RF environment in
dwellings, resulting in less AFCI unwanted tripping, less radio interference and less interference with other electronic
devices in the home that may also be susceptible to RF interference.

The Article 100 definition of “dwelling unit” may apply to commercial installations such as extended
stay hotels, dormitories, nursing homes and the like. The FCC does not use the term dwelling unit, rather they use
“residential environment”. The FCC distinction is intended to separate commercial locations where there is professional
maintenance from residential locations where maintenance may be carried out by untrained homeowners. The
commenter noted that compatibly in the lab does not always equate to compatibility in the field. Since FCC ratings are
based on laboratory measurements, it seems that the commenter is indicating that the FCC emissions measurements
will not ensure compatibility. The commenter also stated that problems were often solved by installing FCC compliant
ballasts and power supplies. The qualifier “often” infers that this action did not always resolve the problem.

The commenter noted that adding compatibility tests to UL1699 may not totally address the problem. This is counter
intuitive since the commenter is proposing that an immunity test, as required for FCC rated power supplies and ballasts,
will help resolve the problem. Without corresponding testing done on AFCIs, this cannot be ensured. Currently, UL1699
does not contain test criteria addressing FCC requirements. IEC 61000-4-3 and IEC 61000-4-6 are not used by the
FCC. The radiated and conducted emission limits differ between the FCC & IEC test standards.

The commenter states that the benefit of his proposal will be a cleaner RF environment & less interference with
electronic devices in the home. These attributes are not part of the purpose of the Code as defined in Article 90.1. The
commenter also states that his proposal will result in less  unwanted AFCI tripping, which implies that there will still be
some unwanted AFCI tripping.

The panel recommends that AFCI immunity parameters be defined and that appropriate immunity testing should be
applied to eliminate unwanted tripping. The FCC mandated testing, ratings and markings for lighting electronics are
already law, there is no need to reiterate them in the Code.
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Affirmative: 11

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
18-29     Log #1409  NEC-P18

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Michael S. O'Boyle, Philips Lightolier

18-62
I support the panel action to reject the proposal.

The simple fact is that there is no direct correlation between FCC ratings on lighting equipment and
AFCI immunity. UL1699 does not contain immunity test requirements for AFCls based on FCC ratings and there is no
other standard testing that proves ArCI immunity based on FCC ratings. Accordingly. there is no assurance that
requiring luminaires be provided with additional FCC related labeling will be a sol ution to false tripping.

Affirmative: 11

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
18-30     Log #1410  NEC-P18

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Michael S. O'Boyle, Philips Lightolier

18-63
I support the panel action to reject the proposal.

The simple fact is that there is no direct correlation between FCC ratmgs on lighting equipment and
AFCI immunity. ULI699 does not contain immunity test requirements for AFCls based on FCC ratings and there is no
other standard testing that proves AFCI immunity based on FCC ratings. Accordingly, there is no assurance that
requiring luminaires be provided with additional FCC related labeling will be a solution to false tripping.

Affirmative: 11
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
18-31     Log #411  NEC-P18

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Roger Zieg, Zieg Electric

18-78
Delete Exception No. 4 as follows:

Exception No. 4: A disconnecting means shall not be required in industrial establishments with restricted public access
where conditions of maintenance and supervision ensure that only qualified persons service the installation by written
procedures.

I believe the action of the committee should be to accept this proposal.  The purpose of the Code is the
practical safeguarding of persons and property from hazards arising from the use of electricity.  Several on the Code
Making Panel, in the Explanation of the Negative during the proposal stage, made reference to the safe working
practices found in NFPA 70E.  To make an exception to a safety related feature makes no sense.  There are
disconnecting means that have been developed in direct response to this requirement when it was added to the Code in
2005.  The purpose of the exception for industrial establishments at that time seems to be the cost factor of the
disconnecting means and not the protection of the worker.   This exception was a development of the Code making
process and was not a part of the original proposal.  With the development of the “in-line” disconnecting means and
other safety features provided by the manufacturers, this exception needs to be deleted.  I have attached a NIOSH
FACE incident in which a worker was electrocuted while working on a florescent light.  The company he was working for
had safety rules and regulations in place.  Do not give the worker or his/her employer a choice when it comes to safety.
There should be no exceptions to disconnecting means for qualified people.

Note:  Supporting material is available for review at NFPA Headquarters.

Affirmative: 9  Negative: 2

CARPENTER, F.:  The NIOSH report referenced in the comment's substantiation does not speak about the required
written procedures that should address safety methods for this electrical work. No information has been provided to
show that a hazard exists “where conditions of maintenance and supervision ensure that only qualified persons service
the installation by written procedure”.  NEMA continues to support maintenance being performed on equipment where
the circuit is de-energized.

O'BOYLE, M.:    The comment provided no data to demonstrate that a hazard exists where conditions of maintenance
and supervision ensure that only qualified persons service the installation by written procedure. To ensure safety, the
circuit must be de-energized or appropriate personal protective equipment & procedures must be used when performing
electrical service work.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
18-32     Log #371  NEC-P18

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Vince Baclawski, National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA)

18-68
Maintain the language of 410.20 from the 2011 NEC with no change.

The Panel Action and original proposal should be rejected. NEMA recognizes that 314.16(B)(1)
Exception already addresses the accommodation of luminaire conductors within canopies.

Affirmative: 11
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
18-33     Log #1564  NEC-P18

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Frederic P. Hartwell, Hartwell Electrical Services, Inc.

18-68
Accept the proposal in principle. Revise text to read as follows:

The internal volume of a canopy, where marked, shall be applied in accordance with 314.16(A)(3).
CMP 9 reviewed this proposal (18-68) and created a panel proposal (9-37a) to address it. CMP 9

concluded that Proposal 18-68 was acceptable only to a limited extent. The CMP 18 wording has now created a direct
conflict with the CMP 9 action and must be modified. This is not an issue that bears on the construction of a luminaire,
other than the fact of a marking. This issue addresses box fill, which is squarely within the jurisdiction of CMP 9. This
comment permanently resolves the issue by returning the jurisdiction to the appropriate article and code making panel.

It should be noted that CMP 9 returned the favor. It also reviewed Proposal 18-69 on 410.25 which directly conflicts
with 314.25(B). In this case, CMP 9 determined that the question was properly within the scope of CMP 18’s authority
and (see Panel 9 Proposal 9-55a) it amended Article 314 so as to preclude any conflict with how CMP 18 might decide
to rewrite the rule regarding exposure of combustible surfaces to luminaire canopies.

.
See panel action on comment 18-32.  Returning the text to the 2011 NEC language will eliminate

any conflict with 314.16.

Affirmative: 11

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
18-34     Log #1565  NEC-P18

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Frederic P. Hartwell, Hartwell Electrical Services, Inc.

18-74
Accept the proposal as written, but change the title and parent text to read as follows:

(C) Electric-Discharge and LED Luminaires. Electric discharge and LED luminaires shall comply with (1), (2), and (3)
as applicable.

The panel statement regarding the independent applicability of the three numbered paragraphs is
correct and this comment makes the required correction. The increased usability and clarity of the remainder of the
proposal is self-evident. The Correlating Committee should review the current syntax and if it finds that it does not
flagrantly violate Section 3.3.1 of the NEC Style Manual, then nothing in the entire NEC does and the manual should
delete that provision for lack of relevance.

Proposed 410.62(C)(1)(c ) states that only listed assemblies can be cord connected via
manufactured wiring system connectors.  As currently written, 410.62(C) allows listed luminaires to be cord connected
using listed assemblies that incorporate manufacturing wiring system connectors.

Affirmative: 11
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
18-35     Log #1005  NEC-P18

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
David Clements, International Association of Electrical Inspectors

18-80
Reconsider this proposal and accept it.

The purpose of the is the practical safeguarding of persons and property from hazards arising
from the use of electricity. Qualified person is defined in the , but the meaning is certainly open to interpretation.
Some states and/or local jurisdictions do not require the licensing of industrial electricians and leave it to the individual
establishment to define the meaning of a qualified person. It is my belief that this exception should be deleted because it
does not provide practical safeguarding for those persons likely to open luminaries for maintenance purposes.

Not all authorities having jurisdiction require licensing and in industrial establishments, as in other occupancies, do not
always use qualified persons to perform maintenance on lighting, especially in general office area. Therefore the same
hazards exist to the worker as in other occupancies.

Affirmative: 9  Negative: 2

CARPENTER, F.:  Please see the explanation of my negative vote on Comment 18-31.
O'BOYLE, M.:    The comment provided no data to demonstrate that a hazard exists where conditions of maintenance

and supervision ensure that only qualified persons service the installation by written procedure. To ensure safety, the
circuit must be de-energized or appropriate personal protective equipment & procedures must be used when performing
electrical service work.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
18-36     Log #503  NEC-P18

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Marcelo M. Hirschler, GBH International

18-81
Revise ASTM E84-2011b to read ASTM E84-2012b.

Date update of ASTM E84 standard.

Change reference from "ANSI/ASTM E84-2011b" to "ANSI/ASTM E84".
ASTM E84 was revised four times in 2009, three times in 2010, four times in 2011 and three times,

so far, in 2012.  To address the problem of outdated code references the panel has removed the publication date from
the reference.

Affirmative: 11
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
18-37     Log #1022  NEC-P18

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Mike Holt, Mike Hold Enterprises

18-84a
Reject the proposal.

The panel is not correct. The informational note didn’t contain any requirements, it simply states a fact.
The panel is now moving something that is not a requirement into the mandatory portion of this section. It is better
placed in the note, as it is not a requirement (the requirement is in Article 220).

See committee action on Comment 18-38.

Affirmative: 11

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
18-38     Log #1064  NEC-P18

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Michael J. Johnston, National Electrical Contractors Association

18-84a
Revise 410.151(B) as follows:

The connected load on lighting track shall not exceed the rating of the track. Lighting track shall
be supplied by a branch circuit having a rating not more than that of the track. The load calculation in 220.43(B) does
not shall not be  required to limit the length of track on a single branch circuit, and it does not shall not be required to
limit the number of luminaires on a single track.

The text accepted by CMP 18 t is not in mandatory language and therefore not compliant with the NEC
Style Manual.  The proposed change will maintain the intent and bring the text into compliance.

Affirmative: 11
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
18-39     Log #237  NEC-P18

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on National Electrical Code®,

18-85
The Correlating Committee advises that article scope statements and titles are the responsibility of

the Correlating Committee and the Correlating Committee Accepts the panel action.
The Correlating Committee directs the panel to modify the new definition in compliance with the NEC Style Manual or

remove it.
This is a direction from the National Electrical Code Technical Correlating Committee in accordance

with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

Revise text as follows and renumber the remaining sections.
411.2 Definitions
Lighting systems operating at 30 Volts or less shall consist of an isolating power supply, low-voltage luminaires and

associated equipment that are all identified for the use. The output circuits of the power supply shall be rated for 25
amperes and 30 volts (42.4 volts peak) maximum under all load conditions.

411.3.Low Voltage Lighting Systems
(A) Lighting systems operating at 30 Volts or less shall consist of an isolating power supply, low-voltage luminaires and

associated equipment that are all identified for the use. The output circuits of the power supply shall be rated for 25
amperes and 30 volts (42.4 volts peak) maximum under all load conditions.

(B) Listed Class-2 lighting equipment shall be rated in conformance with Chapter 9 Table 11(A) or 11(B).

The panel made the changes in accordance with the direction of the Correlating Committee.

Affirmative: 11

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
18-40     Log #953  NEC-P18

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Roy Harvey, Osram Sylvania

18-85
I support the revision to Article 411 to allow LV lighting systems to be powered by Class 2 sources.

None provided

.
See panel action and statement on Comment 18-39.

Affirmative: 11
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
18-41     Log #1023  NEC-P18

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Mike Holt, Mike Hold Enterprises

18-85
Reject the proposed definition of “

This definition is so unnecessary and obvious that it is laughable. The only way that it can be defined is
the way that the panel has defined it—which tells the Code user nothing! The definition violates the style manual as
every single word of the defined term is included in the definition, but that’s because the definition is so obvious that you
could define it no other way. Article 411 is in desperate need of help, and I applaud those that are trying to fix it, but this
definition doesn’t help. Furthermore the definition contains a requirement (for marking), which is not permitted in a
definition.

.
See Panel action and statement on Comment 18-39. The Panel concludes that the text is required to

describe the appropriate level of power for low voltage lighting systems.

Affirmative: 11
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
18-42     Log #950  NEC-P18

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Ed Larsen, Schneider Electric USA

18-88
Accept the revised text as follows:

Power supplies installed in dwelling units shall comply with the requirements for an subject to
the FCC Part 15 requirements shall be marked “Class B Digital Device”. Power supplies installed in dwelling units
subject to the FCC or the Part 18 requirements limits for shall be marked “Consumer ISM Equipment”. Compliance with
the FCC requirements shall be marked on the power supply as required by the FCC. Power supplies that do not comply
shall be marked “Not for use in dwellings”.

The statement that, “The use of the term ‘dwelling unit’ does not correlate with the FCC requirements”
is incorrect. The term “dwelling unit” must be used here as it is used in 210.12 to define where AFCIs are required.
Article 100 clearly defines what a dwelling unit is. FCC Parts 15 and 18 both use the term “residential environment”. Can
there be any disagreement that a “dwelling unit” is a “residential environment”?

The statement was made that, “There are commercial dwellings, such as extended stay hotels and assisted living
facilities”, but such occupancies do not require AFCIs unless they meet the Article 100 definition of a dwelling unit. If
they do, then from an NEC perspective, and thus an AHJs perspective, they are dwelling units, not commercial
dwellings.

The suggestion was made that this is not a luminaire issue but rather an AFCI compatibility issue. This suggestion is
understandable, however, field experience has indicated that compatibility in the lab does not always equate to
compatibility in the field, often due to the unique mix of loads and the nature of the electrical system in the dwelling.
Further, the unique characteristics of a particular AFCI manufacturers design combined with the unique characteristics
of a particular ballast or power supply means that adding additional tests or redefining tests in the UL 1699 standard
may not totally address the problem. What is know, however, is that all AFCI manufacturers have experienced some
degree of problems with non-compliant ballasts and power supplies and that these problems have often been solved by
replacing the ballast with a compliant model.

This proposal does nothing more than ask that the correct type of ballast, power supply or lamp be installed in
accordance with FCC requirements and that these products be appropriately marked. Using the right product for the
application is already required. The marking, which is the only new requirement, will assist installers in purchasing the
right product and AHJs in verifying that the right product is installed. The benefit will be a cleaner RF environment in
dwellings, resulting in less AFCI unwanted tripping, less radio interference and less interference with other electronic
devices in the home that may also be susceptible to RF interference.

No study or fact finding report has been offered to support a correlation between the consumer and
non-consumer FCC emissions limits and nuisance tripping of AFCI breakers.  The submitter states that when nuisance
tripping has occurred, changing a ballast or power supplies “often” solves the problem.  This suggests that the proposed
solution doesn’t always work, which further suggests that a correlation between FCC limits and nuisance tripping may
not exist.

The submitter states that “the marking, which is the only new requirement, will assist installers in purchasing the right
product...".  The panel does not agree that consumers will understand markings such as “Class B Digital Device” and
“Consumer ISM Equipment” and concludes that these marking would only add confusion to the consumer.

Additionally, the proposal does not distinguish between consumer and non-consumer limits, so would require all power
supplies to be marked “Class B Digital Device” even if the device did not comply with the FCC consumer limits.  This
practice would contradict the FCC regulations.   Although the proposal suggests that some power supplies are subject to
FCC Part 18, FCC Part 18 is not an applicable regulation for power supplies.

Requiring all power supplies to carry an additional marking when a definitive relationship between AFCI nuisance
tripping and FCC emissions limits has not been established is not justified.

Affirmative: 11
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
18-43     Log #238  NEC-P18

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on National Electrical Code®,

18-90
It was the action of the Correlating Committee that this proposal be reconsidered and correlated

with the action taken on Proposal 18-91.
See the Correlating Committee action taken on Proposal 18-91.

This is a direction from the National Electrical Code Technical Correlating Committee in accordance
with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

Revised Text to read as follows:
600.3 Listing  Fixed, mobile or portable electric signs, section signs, outline lighting, and retrofit kits, regardless of

voltage, shall be listed, provided with installation instructions, and installed in conformance with that listing, unless
otherwise approved by special permission.

The panel accepts the direction of the TCC and has correlated the action taken on proposals 18-90
and 18-91.

Affirmative: 11

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
18-44     Log #239  NEC-P18

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on National Electrical Code®,

18-91
It was the action of the Correlating Committee that this proposal be reconsidered and correlated

with the action taken on Proposal 18-90.
See the Correlating Committee action on Proposal 18-90.

This is a direction from the National Electrical Code Technical Correlating Committee in accordance
with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

See panel action and statement on Comment 18-43.

Affirmative: 11
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
18-45     Log #1029  NEC-P18

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Mike Holt, Mike Hold Enterprises

18-93
Reject this proposal.

While doing an inspection, the installer hands me the instructions for the sign. I am then supposed to fail
him or her because the sign isn’t marked to state that instructions are required, despite the fact that I have the
instructions in my hand? That is indefensible.

Marking is a reminder to the inspector. Actions taken by installers does not circumvent the code
requirements.

Affirmative: 9  Negative: 2

CARPENTER, F.:  While we acknowledge that UL 48 requires all signs to be supplied with installation instructions,
there is no justification to require marking all signs with a statement indicating that installation instructions have been
provided.  The current edition of UL 48 requires Section Signs to be marked “Installation and assembly required, see
installation instructions” since Section Signs frequently require significant field wiring.  Many complete signs are
considerably simpler in construction and requiring a similar marking for all signs has not been substantiated.

TODD, S.:  The requirement for installation instructions is a part of the product standard as stated in Mr. F. Carpenter's
negative ballot on Proposal 18-93 and does not add to the safety of the installation.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
18-46     Log #924  NEC-P18

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James F. Williams, Fairmont, WV

18-99
Revise text to read as follows:

The disconnect shall be located at the point the feeder circuit or branch
circuit(s) supplying a sign or outline lighting system shall enter the disconnect and shall not enters a sign enclosure. and
shall disconnect all wiring where it The disconnect shall open all ungrounded conductors before they enters the
enclosure of the sign.

The above text is clearer and, I believe, matches the admirable intent of the original proposal. Note that
the exception allows the feed before the disconnect to pass through the sign ONLY if it is completely enclosed in a
raceway.

.
See panel action and statement on Comment 18-47 which meets the intent of the submitter.

Affirmative: 11
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
18-47     Log #1451  NEC-P18

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
William S. Dundas, International Sign Association

18-99
Revise text to read as follows:

(1) At Point of Entry Connection to a Sign Enclosure. The disconnect shall be located at the point the feeder circuit or
branch circuit(s) supplying a sign or outline lighting system enters connects to a sign enclosure or a metal or nonmetallic
pole in accordance with 600.5(C)(3) and shall disconnect all wiring where at the point it enters the enclosure of the sign
enclosure or metal or nonmetallic pole.

The phraseology for this new rule must be changed to include the connection point for feeders and
branch circuits on freestanding signs which typically are located at the base of the sign structure and not at or on the
sign enclosure itself. Poles are an integral part of a freestanding sign and are permitted as enclosures for supply
conductors in signs and luminaires. (410.30(B) A disconnecting means, either snap switch or circuit breaker in a
panelboard supplying the sign meets the intent of the original proposal. [ROP 18-99] The use of the term "connection" is
appropriate and harmonizes with 90.2(3). Electric signs are utilization equipment that is connected to the electrical
supply. A Connection Point is analogous to the Code term "Service Point" and clearly describes the intent to disconnect
conductors before they enter a sign enclosure.

Exception. Agree with dissenting vote by B. Gray. The proposed rule applies only to conductors that supply a sign or
flood lights that are part of the sign system. A raceway for conductors that does not terminate in the sign is an integral
part of the sign construction and covered under UL 48. Article 300 is not intended to apply to conductors that are integral
part of listed utilization equipment. (300.1)(B).

Note:  Supporting material is available for review at NFPA Headquarters.

Revise text to read as follows:
(1) At Point of Entry to a Sign Enclosure. The disconnect shall be located at the point the feeder circuit or branch

circuit(s) supplying a sign or outline lighting system enters a sign enclosure or a pole in accordance with 600.5(C)(3) and
shall disconnect all wiring where it enters the enclosure of the sign or pole.

The panel accepts adding poles to the rule, but did not se the need to reference both metallic and
non-metallic types." And delete all other proposed changes. The existing language adequately describes the intent of
the panel. In addition, the Panel added the words "or pole" to the base paragraph and " shall" and "be" to the exception
for better clarity. The panel concluded that the exception should be retained as Chapter 3 wiring methods  are suitable
to pass conductors through a sign enclosure.

Affirmative: 11

KOCHAN, M.:  I agree with the addition of the words "sign body" to clarify where the disconnect can be safely placed in
most general duty signs.  My concern is when I build an extremely large sign with a super structure and provided with
multiple feeders, branch circuits with multiple 200 amp panels provided at each level of the structure that will qualify as
the disconnect.  These panel are delivered and comply with Chapter Three wiring methods.  The circuit breaker in these
panel will act as the disconnect before the circuits enter the sign section or enclosure.

WRIGHT, R.:    I accept the action of the panel to correct and clarify our intention.  My concern is we have omitted the
words “Body” after sign and before enclosure. Also we did not change the word wiring to “ungrounded conductors” and
could have the impression the neutrals need opened as well.  The wiring is not as critical as the exclusion of the sign
body.  The intention of this section is to protect the service personnel from contacting live conductors when they believe
they have disconnected the sign. Electric signs have either a sign body or sign enclosure or both.  My concern is with
the revised text we could allow a conductor to be live in the sign body and then disconnected when it enters the sign
enclosure.  Corrective text could be:
(1) At Point of Entry to a Sign Body or Enclosure. The disconnect shall be located at the point the feeder circuit or

branch circuit(s) supplying a sign or outline lighting system enters a sign body, enclosure or a pole in accordance with
600.5 (C) (3) and shall disconnect all wiring ungrounded conductors where it enters the enclosure or body of the sign or
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pole.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
18-48     Log #925  NEC-P18

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James F. Williams, Fairmont, WV

18-102a
Revise text to read as follows:

Switches, flashers, and similar devices controlling transformers and electronic power
supplies shall be rated for controlling inductive loads or have a current rating not less than twice the current rating of the
transformer or the electronic power supply.

Transformerless electronic power supplies typically have high inrush currents.

The panel finds that this is not a comment related to Proposal 102a and is therefore new material
and needs to be held as a proposal for the next cycle.

Affirmative: 11

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
18-49     Log #1450  NEC-P18

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
William S. Dundas, International Sign Association

18-110
Revise text to read as follows:

(A) 1000 Volts or Less. Neon and Ssecondary circuit wiring of 1000 volts or less shall comply with 600.31.
To harmonize 600.12(B) with 600.32, CMP 18 agreed that scope of 600.32 was specific to neon

secondary wiring over 1000 volts but at the same time rejected harmonizing 600.12(A) with the scope of 600.31, Neon
Secondary-Circuit Wiring, 1000 volts or Less.

The Panel's premise is that this applies to secondary wiring for fluorescent, HID and other. This overlooks the fact that
there are neon cold cathode systems used for sign illumination which employ transformers rated 1000 volts or less.
Secondly, 600.31 was inserted into Article 600 during the 1996 Code Cycle. The Panel's substantiation at that time was
that 600.31 applied to a secondary circuit of a transformer and ballast; presumably neon and fluorescent electric
discharge tubing. Including neon along
with secondary wiring in the reference to 600.31 will avoid confusion and will harmonize 600.12(A) with the title and
scope of 600.31.

"Sections 600.31 (b) and 600-32(b) apply to the secondary circuit of a transformer or ballast." [1996 ROP 18-91(a)]
Note:  Supporting material is available for review at NFPA Headquarters.

Affirmative: 11
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
18-50     Log #1030  NEC-P18

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Mike Holt, Mike Hold Enterprises

18-114
Accept the proposal in principal, but reject the change to (D).

Requiring a 36” by 36” working space in front of a Class 2 power supply (which cannot electrocute a
person) is unreasonable. This is akin to requiring this working space to a residential doorbell transformer, which has the
same amount o power as the power source being discussed in this change.

The primary side of the the supply must be considered as well.
Section 110.26 provides requirements for access and working space around equipment for its safe operation and

maintenance. Table 110.26(A)(1) sets the requirements based on the nominal voltage including the voltages of a Class
2 power supply. Exception to the 36” space requirement is permitted by Table 110.26(A)(1) (b) “Low Voltage. By special
permission, smaller working spaces shall be permitted where all exposed live parts operate at not greater than 30 volts
rms, 42 volts peak, or 60 volts dc."

Affirmative: 11

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
18-51     Log #342  NEC-P18

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Frank W. Peri, Communications Cable & Connectivity Assoc.

16-124
In 600.33(A) and 600.33(A)(2) make the following change:

Table 725.154(A G)

This is a correlating comment to our comment on proposal 3-154a to reorganize 725.154. If that
comment is accepted, the current 725.154(G) will be renumbered (re-lettered) to 725.154(A).

.
The panel accepts in principle the submitter's comment.   However, staff will make the necessary

editorial changes to citations based on actions taken by CMP-3.

Affirmative: 11

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
18-52     Log #343  NEC-P18

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Frank W. Peri, Communications Cable & Connectivity Assoc.

18-127
Revise text to read as follows:

A wiring channel that is separate from the channel containing the branch circuits for light and power may be provided
within the system components for the routing of communications, signaling, and fiber optical fiber cables.

This is an editorial comment. Terminology should be consistent throughout the code. Article 770
covers optical fiber cables not fiber optic cables. There are many places this change needs to be made to correlate with
Article 770.

Affirmative: 10
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
18-53     Log #1085  NEC-P18

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Michael Everhart, Steelcase Inc.

18-125a
Revise text to read as follows:

A wired partition shall not extend from floor to ceiling. A wired partition shall not penetrate the ceiling.
Exception: Where permitted by the Authority Having Jurisdiction, these relocatable wired partitions shall be permitted

to extend to, but shall not penetrate, the ceiling.
NEC clean up. Proposed wording provides the same requirements as previous, with less words.

The submitter's recommended revision completely changes the intent of the article. The proposed
text deletes the rule that prohibits wired partitions from extending from floor to the ceiling and would only require wired
partitions from penetrating the ceiling. In addition, removing the exception an AHJ would not be able to grant a
modification to the rule.

Affirmative: 10

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
18-54     Log #1084  NEC-P18

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Michael Everhart, Steelcase Inc.

18-125a
Revise text to read as follows:

A cord provided on the load side of a on a listed Class 2 power source shall be of the type provided with the listed
luminaire assembly or of the type specified in Sections 725.130 and 725.127.

Existing wording would require that a listed Class 2 power supply have a supply cord of “hard usage
type” per Section 605.6(5). Hard usage type cord on a Class 2 power supply is not an industry standard and extremely
limits the power supplies that are available for this application. Other Class 2 power supplies that are utilized in the office
environment (computers, desk lamps, radios etc.) are not required to be supplied with “hard usage cords”.

Adding the requirements from NEC Section 725.127 will ensure that the supply side as well as the load side of a Class
2 power supply is adequately constructed.

Affirmative: 10
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